Optional Steam Only Accessories suits
SV6/SV8D/SV8W
All Accessories listed are available for individual sale.
For more information see steamaustralia.com.au
Refer to accessories guide below for recommended uses.

Accessories
1.
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3.
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AC8000044 5m Steam Only Hose
AC8000043 2.5m Steam Only Hose
AC8000041Adapter S/V to S/O
AC8000003 Extension tube 250mm
AC8000011 Extension tube 500mm
AC8000002 Detail nozzle
AC8000005 Floor tool 300mm
AC0030003 Cushion for floor tool
AC8000061 Triangle Brush
AC0030002 Triangle Brush Cushion
AC8000040 Wall Mop Head 250mm
AC0020001 Wall Mop Pad 250mm
AC8000016 Floor Mop Head 390mm
AC0020012 Floor Mop Pad 390mm
AC8000004 Plunger
AC0000021 Weed Killer Bell
AC8000065 Nozzle Aluminium Long
Steam Australia Accessories Bag

Brushes
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

AC0010022 Brush nylon 30mm
AC0010021 Brush nylon 38mm
AC0010001 Brush nylon 60mm
AC0010023 Brush Stainless steel 30mm
AC0010025 Brush Stainless steel 38mm
AC0010020 Brush Brass 30mm
AC0010024 Brush Brass 38mm

Microfibre Consumables
26. RHS315 Reynard Microfibre Cloth 50pk
27. RHS315-20 Reynard Microfibre Cloth 20pk
28. RR1822352/50 Rubbermaid 18”

Microfibre Floor Pad

29. Microfibre Cloth Pack:

Microfibre cloth 40x40cm 5 pack

Accessories Guide
Rectangular Floor Brush Head

AC8000041Adapter
S/V to S/O

AC8000005 Brush
Rectangular S/O Floor 300mm

AC0030003 Cushion for
floor tool

Microfibre Cloth 5 Pack

For hard floor surfaces such as:
- Tiles
- Marble
- Most sealed hardwood
- Linoleum & Vinyl
- Non-slip surfaces
Use the floor brush to scrub off hardto-remove dirt. In stubborn areas use
level 2 or 3 steam followed by
moderate brushing.
Can be fitted with microfibre cloth
(clips on top of the head) to be used
as a steam mop with trailing
microfibre to clean and sanitize floors.
Can also be fitted with cushion and
microfibre encasing the floor tool.
This creates a steam pocket to sanitise
carpets, stairs and floors.

Triangular Brush

AC8000041Adapter
S/V to S/O

AC8000061 Brush
Triangle Red Bristles

AC0030002 Triangle
Brush Cushion

Microfibre Cloth 5 Pack

For cleaning skirting boards, kitchen
benchtops, underneath kitchen
cabinets, rangehoods and other
areas.
Fit Triangle Cushion inside Triangle
Brush, Wrap the triangular brush
with a microfibre cloth to create soft
cushion. Use this technique to
steam delicate areas where bristles
are not required, such as leather,
curtains, upholstery and some hard
surfaces.
Caution: When cushion and
microfibre wrap are being used, the
cushion retains more moisture and
traps the heat. This superheated
steam pocket must be used with
caution.

Detail Nozzle

For detail cleaning in kitchens,
bathrooms and other areas:
- Tile grouts (walls and floors)
- Sinks and taps
- Toilet side lip
- Drains
- Ovens
- Sliding door tracks
For best results when cleaning
grout, hold brush on angle to clean
sides of the grout line, and then tilt
in other direction to clean the other
side of the grout line.
AC8000023 S/V Detail Nozzle

AC0010022 Brush Round Nylon
30mm

Optional Accessories:
AC0010023 Brush Round
Stainless Steel 30mm
AC0010020 Brush Round
Brass 30mm

Sanitise toilet lip and bowl, basins,
drains and taps. Easy to access tricky
spot due to the angled detail nozzle.
Simply bust oven dirt and grime
with a nylon or stainless steel
attachment. Circular motions and
medium pressure will remove baked
on grease.
Tip: Firmly pressing a steel wool ball
into the nylon bristles can
accelerate your oven clean.
Optional stainless steel and/or brass
brushes can be fitted onto the
detailing nozzle to scrub off certain
hard-to-remove stains in nooks and
crannies. Stainless steel is
particularly effective on grout.
Be wary that the stainless steel and
brass brushes may scratch certain
surfaces, leaving unwanted scratch
marks. Always test areas in an
inconspicuous spot before
proceeding.
Detail brush and nylon brush
(optional) can be used to effectively
degrease wheel rims and to help
remove break dust.

Floor Mop Head

AC8000041Adapter
S/V to S/O
AC8000016 Mop Head
Floor 390mm
AC0020012 Microfibre
Mop Pad Floor 390mm

For cleaning non-carpeted hardfloor surfaces. Use low steam flow
and move forwards and backwards
quickly over the floor surface for a
sanitised surface clean.
Pivot arm allows for ease of use
under furniture such as tables and
chairs.
Exercise Caution when handling or
changing microfibre as they retain
heat and may cause burns

Wall Mop Head

For hard wall surfaces and ceilings.
AC8000041Adapter
S/V to S/O
AC8000040 Mop Head
Wall 250mm
AC0020001 Microfibre
Mop Pad Wall 250mm

Used for cleaning dirt, dust and food
stains off walls and splashbacks. Can
also be used to sanitise walls in
kitchens and other areas such as
cupboards and laundry ceiling
targeting mould.
Exercise Caution when handling or
changing microfibre as they retain
heat and may cause burns

Weed Bell

AC8000023 S/V Detail Nozzle

AC0000021 Weed Killer Bell

Take your steam cleaner into the
garden with our Weed bell
attachment. Cover weed with bell
ensuring the centre steam spray
directed at weed.
With medium steam hold down over
weed for 10-15 seconds.
Some weeds depending on size or
type may take longer to kill. Assess
the results and repeat process up to
a week after first application.

Plunger

Plunger accessory fits on the end of
the detail nozzle. It can then be
placed over a sink drain for
bathroom and kitchen use.

AC8000023 S/V Detail Nozzle

AC8000004 Plunger

By blocking the sink, pressure builds
up and pushes steam through the sbend. This can effectively remove
blockages and deodorise sinks.

Be wary if your sink has an overflow,
that steam will escape and may
cause injury. Ensure the overflow is
covered tightly with a material
which will not heat up and burn you.

Aluminium Nozzle Long

AC8000041Adapter S/V to S/O

AC8000065
Nozzle SO Aluminium Long

The Aluminium Long Nozzle can be
used to access difficult to reach
areas, such as engine bays, inside
wheel rims, back of BBQ etc. This
straight nozzle acts as a slim
extension.

Can be used in drains, through
grates, into rangehood and exhaust,
to aid cleaning out of reach areas.

